PEACE PLEA CLOAKS WAR AIMS

Pres. Roosevelt Is Dragging US Into War!

What the Last War for "Democracy" Was About!

RANKS OF MINES WORKERS SOLIDIFIED AS PARLEYS' LAG

Principal Demands Are Parleyed by Murray

How Much "Democracy" Is There To Defend?

Three Wives are Heard at N.Y. Passport Fraud Trial

Order to Fleet Is Designed to Head off Japan

Main Sphere of U.S. Action in War Will Be Pacific; Navies on Move in Europe; Chamberlain Wins Stalin

Hitler Ready for Danzig Coup

President Roosevelt's open declaration that he was ready to plunge the United States into the war now seems to be a forecast of the future. The President's speech was a warning to the Axis powers that they were on the brink of war.

Roosevelt has been working for months to prepare the country for war. He has been discussing the possibility of war with his top advisors and has been building up the armed forces.

The Axis powers have been actively seeking to provoke war in Europe. They have been trying to isolate France and Britain, and have been making demands on the United States.

Roosevelt's speech was a clear indication that he was prepared to take action if necessary. He has been building up the armed forces and has been discussing plans for a possible war with his top advisors.
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320,000 Miners Solid in Strike

Lewis Drops Miners Economic Demands; Holds Out Only for Closed Shop

The head of the mine owners' association has dropped the miners' economic demands and is holding out only for a closed shop agreement.

Lewis's move is a significant development in the ongoing conflict between the mine owners and the miners.

Meanwhile, the miners have rejected the economic demands and remain firm in their demand for a closed shop agreement.

TROSTY GREETING TRIBUTE ON FIRST YEAR AS FIGHTER

On the first anniversary of his service in the war, Trosty is receiving tributes from his fellow fighter pilots.

"Trosty has been a great asset to our squadron," said one pilot. "He always leads by example and never shies away from a fight."
In the World of Labor

By Paul G. Stevens

The Plunderers of a World Domain Who Imposed the Iron Heel of Exploitation and Oppression on the People of India

How Britain Rules Its Vast Colonial Empire

By Stanley Lauren

Today, with Britain’s empire without a ranch hand, and with the troops reducing the weekly pay checks of millions of Indians, the Britishers, who are the only ones in India, can have no more to do with their empire. But the Britishers, with their system of government, are trying to maintain the iron heel of oppression. As long as the Britishers rule India, there is no hope for the Indian people. The Britishers are the only ones who can solve the problem of oppression in India. They have the power to bring about a change in the system of government.

The Britishers have many reasons for not wanting to change their system of government. They have a lot of interests and connections that they are not willing to lose. They are also afraid of the consequences of change. They fear that if they change their system of government, they will lose their power and influence. They are also afraid that the Indian people will demand more rights and freedom, and that they will lose control over the country.

But the Britishers are not the only ones who are trying to maintain the iron heel of oppression. The Indian people are also fighting against it. They are demanding more rights and freedom, and they are willing to fight for it. The Indian people are also supported by many other countries around the world, who are also fighting against oppression.

Campaign of Electrical Workers for 6-Day Hour Is Model for All Unions

The campaign of the electrical workers in India for a 6-day work week is a model for all unions around the world. The electrical workers in India have been able to win their demand for a shorter work week because they were able to unite the workers and to support each other.

The electrical workers in India were able to unite the workers around a common demand because they were able to see the importance of working together. They were able to see that the only way to win their demand was to work together.

The electrical workers in India were also able to support each other because they were able to see the importance of solidarity. They were able to see that the only way to win their demand was to support each other.

The electrical workers in India were able to win their demand for a shorter work week because they were able to see the importance of unity and support. They were able to see that the only way to win their demand was to unite and to support each other.
WHAT THE WALL STREET MOGULS CALL "WAGES"
A Condensed Account of What the Bloodsuckers Paid Themselves for Draining Profits, Which Are Only Partly, Listed Out of the Workers' Sweat and Toil!

HOW DO THE WALL STREET MOBULS PAY THEMSELVES FOR "WAGES"?!?!

On January 1st, in their annual message to Congress, the President of the American Association of Wall Street Moguls (AASMS) revealed that the average Wall Street mogul now earns over $100,000 per year. This figure does not include the vast sums spent on entertainment, travel, and other luxury items.

Following the President's speech, the New York Times published an analysis of the compensation packages of the leading Wall Street moguls. The results were striking:

- J. P. Morgan: $120,000 per year
- L. O. Fuller: $75,000 per year
- W. F. O'Brien: $50,000 per year
- N. M. Barraud: $25,000 per year

These figures do not include the vast sums spent on luxury items, vacations, and other personal expenses.

The AASMS President defended the high levels of compensation, arguing that it is necessary to attract top talent to the industry. He also noted that the moguls are investing heavily in research and development to ensure the future success of the financial sector.

The American Association of Workers for Fair Wages (AAWFW) has called for an end to this模式 of compensation, arguing that it is unfair and exploiting. They have called for a more equitable distribution of wealth and a more just society.